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EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINMENT AND ENRICHMENT SOFTWARE FOR YOUR
ATARI ~ COMMODORE, AND
IBM® PERSONAL COMPUTER
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A FAMILY AFFAIR
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If you would like more information about our products, please
call us, toll free, at this number: 800-CBS-ASK4.
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I'll never forget the day my folks brought home our computer. "What a sound investment for the family, dear,"
said Mom. "What a tax write-off, honey," said Dad.
"Wow! My very own computer!" said l, because I knew that I'd
be the only member of the family who'd actually use it. But,
of course, that was before CBS Software came along. These
programs let every member of the family get into the act.

Nowadays, with early learning programs from CBS
Software, even my little sister is using the computer. She's
having fun with her Sesame Street™friends and practicing important skills that will help her once she starts
school. And with EasyKeyTMprograms like Astro-Grover™*
and Sesame Street Letter-Go-Round,TMi>. she doesn't
have to struggle with the complexities of a keyboard.
Now if she'd just stop telling Mom everytime I eat
donuts before dinner. ..

THE EASYKEyrM KEYBOARD OVERLAY SESAME STREET™
LETTER-GO-ROUND™.
A letter recognition and simple spelling
game developed by Children's Television Workshop. Children take a spin on
the Letter-Go-Round and match letters
in six different ways!
ASTRO-GROVER™*
A counting, adding and subtracting
BIG BIRO'S FUNHOUSE™*
game from Children's Television Workshop. Children help GROVER work with A game of memory, matching and
sequencing developed by Children's
numbers in five different ways as they
Television Workshop. Children play
play with the friendly Zips from the
Hide-and-Seek and help BIG BIRD find
planet Zap!
his SESAME STREET friends in five
different ways!

The simple way to help little fingers
have fun learning. It lets children play
these games using simple words and
colorful pictures.

ERNIE'S MAGIC SHAPES™*

DUCKS AHOYI™

A shape and color matching game from
Children's Television Workshop. Children become magicians, helping ERNIE
match shapes in six different ways and
improving visual discrimination skills!

The "ducky" discovery game of planning
and surprise from Joyce Hakansson Associates. Children ilractice planning
and predicting outcomes as they keep
dizzy ducks afloat and avoid the boatdunking Hippo!

BIG BIRO'S SPECIAL DELIVERYTM*
An object recognition and classification

game from Children's Television Workshop. Children help BIG BIRD and
LITTLE BIRD deliver packages to the
right stores.

SEA HORSE HIDE'N SEEKTM

The easy-to-fathom game of color,
camouflage and size relationships from
Joyce Hakansson Associates. Children
become underwater rescuers, helping
sea horses change color to hide from
lagoon-fish and get home safely!

Of course, CBS Software also makes exciting and challenging game programs for me and my friends. But
there's an important difference. Fun programs like
Dinosaur DigTM and America Coast to Coast™ have
taught me so much about math, science, history and
music that now my friends call me "Wizard," my teacher
calls me "Einstein" and Marcie Jenkins calls me "CutiePie." Give me a break!

THE EASYKEyrM KEYBOARD OVERlAY other planets and moons including the
Sun! Drop off your payload and pick up
supplies from the Space Colony before
taking off for the next outpost!

Fits over your computer keyboard to become the program menu! Quickly select
options and answer questions without
any computer or typing experience.

DINOSAUR DlGT>!
THE SEA VOYAGERS™

Journey back to the Age of Exploration!
Four dynamic learning activities feature
colorful, animated graphics as you
relive the heroic sailing adventures of
30 legendary explorers including
Columbus, Magellan and Pizzaro.
INTERPLANETARY PILOT™

The space flight simulator that lets you
fly to the moon and beyond! Master
your cockpit controls to stay on course
and land on Mars, Venus, or one of 13

Explore the lost world of dinosaurs and
test your knowledge with five exciting
learning activities. See where dinosaurs
lived, what they looked like and investigate why they became extinct.
AMERICA COAST TO COASTT>!

Five new ways to rediscover America!
Improve your knowledge of U.S. geography and history as you travel to each
of the 50 states and survey names,
capitals, sizes, mottos and selected
industries.

COCO NOTEST>!

Three great ways to have fun with
music! Create your own musical compositions in this cool trio of be-bop
games featuring those tropical tunesmiths, the Jazz Scats!
MOVIE MUSICAL MADNESS™

Lights! Camera! Action! Music! You're
the writer, composer and director on
the set of your own Hollywood production starring the Jazz Scats. You set the
scene, you choose the stars and you
compose the score!
HALFTIME BATTLlN' BANDS™

A challenging test of musical styles,
speed and strategy! With the help of the

Jazz Scats, you stage your own halftime
show, trying to slip up your opponent as
you create your own marching tunes
and band formations.
MATH MILEAGE™

Build basic math skills as you race
against the clock! A colorful road rally
that reinforces math facts and provides
practice in estimation as up to four
players steer their cars along a forkfilled road to a number goal.
WEBSTER: THE WORD GAME™

Pinpoint missing letters before each
word hits rock bottom! Seven levels of
fun, excitement and learning for the entire family. Helps kids become familiar
with spelling patterns.

DREAM HOUSE™

Yes, gone are the days when I could spend all day playing
video games all by myself. To succeed at CBS Software activities like Weather Tamers T" . and The Argos Expedition ;"·
you have to work as a team! And with Dream House;M
everybody including the dog can get into the act of designing homes of their own, from layout to landscape. Sure
it's fun, but if the guys ever find out about this, I'm finished!

WEATHER TAMERS TII •

Create your very own homes from layThe enlightening game of weather control from Children's Television Workout to landscape! Four different home
styles to remodel from the ground up, as shop. Exploring, experimenting and
often as you like. Design exteriors, and
planning ahead help you and your fellow Tamers master the forces of nature.
decorate and furnish rooms with animated objects at the touch of a button.
FLEET FEET™"
THE ARGOS EXPEDITION™.

Work together to explore the Final
Frontier on a quest for alien artifacts!
A unique game of group interaction
from Children's Television Workshop.
Each voyage is a new adventure.

The race that runs on swift thinking and
fancy footwork! Speed your team of feet
through an out-of-this-world obstacle
course to discover the most ingenious
route to victory! Developed by Children's
Television Workshop, of course.

THE RAILROAD WORKS TII
Build a completely operational model
railroad system across 12 screens, track
by track! Choose steam-driven Iron
Horses or diesel Powerhouses, and add
scenic terrain. Then fine tune your layout to provide the most profitable
service to trackside businesses like
stockyards and post offices. It's your
railroad company!
TlMEBOUND TII &

A 2000-year dash through time and history developed by Children's Television
Workshop. Race through the centuries
and catch historic events as you go.

LlGHT-WAVESTMA
Adventures in thinking through your
own worlds of light, music and energy!
In Light-Waves you create and constantly change the playfield and the
rules of the game. From Children's Television Workshop.
PEANUT BUTTER PANIC™A

The well-balanced game of cooperation
and strategy from Children's Television
Workshop. Jump for stars to make peanut
butter sandwiches-but watch out for
Snarfs! Sharing information as well as
sandwiches is the recipe for success.

J

CBS Software's at-home review and test preparation
programs have really helped my big sister's social life.
With the help ofMastering the SAT1 she's already been
able to get into the college of her choice. And CBS Software's Success With Math™series has saved Mom and
Dad so much money in private math tutors for me that
they went out and bought her a car when she passed her
driver's test, thanks to Keys to Responsible Driving" "

SUCCESS WITH MATH

MASTERING THE SATt
A comprehensive, self-paced preparation course for the Scholastic Aptitude
Test t . Developed in cooperation with
the National Association of Secondary
School Principals. Covers all areas of
SAT: Verbal, Math and Standard Written
English. Emphasizes principles behind
each question and includes test-taking
strategies.
MASTERING THE GREt
Self-paced program of review and instruction to aid students in preparation
for the Graduate Record Examinationt.
Includes simulated test, guide to test
strategy and comprehensive, menudriven skill development exercises in
all areas of exam: Verbal, Quantitative
and Analytical.

MASTERING THE COLLEGE
BOARDt ACHIEVEMENT TESTS:
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Comprehensive, self-paced test preparation and review of the fundamentals
of Standard Written English. Over 1,000
simulated questions offer practice in
rewriting sentences, phrasing, editing,
grammar and sentence structure.
MASTERING THE ACT
Comprehensive, self-paced coverage of
all areas of the American College Testing Assessment: English, Math, Social
Studies and Natural Sciences. Developed in cooperation with the National
Association of Secondary School Principals. Includes test-taking strategies.

SUCCESS WITH MATW M SERIES
Comprehensive, self-paced math tutorials that go beyond the benefits of mere
drill exercises alone. Each program
works with the student every step of the
way. Problems are generated at random
and students are directed to the source
of all errors before continuing.
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
FRACTIONS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
FRACTIONS: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
DECIMALS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
LINEAR EQUATIONS
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

T. REX™
The dinosaur survival adventure . As the
prehistoric "King of the Dinosaurs;'
match your survival skills and knowledge against the laws of nature in this
exciting computer simulation.
KEYS TO RESPONSIBLE DRIVING'"
A self-contained, self-paced program of
instruction and simulation designed
to help you become a safe, responsible
and licensed driver. Reviewed by
national safety organizations and leading insurance companies.
THE HONEY FACTORy™
Journey into the world of the beehive!
Using nature's resources and scientific
concepts, direct and expand your own
honey bee colony in this exciting natural history simulation.

MICROSPEEDREAD™

Before, it seemed like my parents hardly ever saw each
other. Mom was always stuck in some meeting at work.
Dad was always stuck in traffic. Thanks to CBS Software S
Managing for Success'" series, not only have they been
able to find more time for each other and us, but they 've
been able to catch up on their reading, especially since
completing MicroSpeedRead™And now they 're so organized that Dad can usually leave work before rush
hour and pick up Mom at her office. And where do
they go as soon as they get home? Straight to my computer, ofcourse!

So little time and so much to readl
MicroSpeedRead puts you back in control of your time, making you a dynamic.
flexible and more productive reader.
Provides reinforcement, encouragement and feedback through c1assroomand board room-tested strategies.

MANAGING FOR SUCCESS™ SERIES

Become a better manager with the business- and classroom-tested instruction offered in this innovative series of
five programs developed by Thoughtware~ leaders in the field of computerassisted management training. Selfpaced and interactive, these programs
each track up to five users and utilize
case studies as you gain practice and
experience in managing at work and
at home.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
DELEGATION, TIME & 1J\SKS
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
CAREER PLANNING
PROBLEM SOLVING, STRESS & CONFLICT

PATHWORDS™

CBS Software's family entertainment programs have
really brought my family together. With Adventure
Master,TMDad's creating an adventure game designed to
drive me and my big sister nuts. Mom thinks she's Miss
Marple since solving a case in Murder By The Dozen:M
With Forecast!TMmy little sister is learning the answers to
the great unsolved questions of being a 5-year old, like
"Why is there sky?"And everybody wants to test their
knowledge and quick thinking with Quink!TM Maybe J
can't get the computer all to myself as much as J used to,
but at least when Jplay with the family, Jstill always win!

The letter-connection challenge that
makes you pick up where you leave offl
Link together adjacent letters as you
race against the clock to create the
longest words.
MATCH-WITS™

Concentration, knowledge and memory
involve family members as both players
and creators. Match pairs in s ix programmed categories to reveal a hidden
puzzle. But that's only half the fun because Match-Wits lets you program
your own categories, too!

MYSTERY MASTER™SERIES
Interactive computer mystery programs.
MURDER BY THE DOZEN™

Twelve tangled webs of crime and puzzlement put your powers of logic and
deduction to the test! Follow a trail of
s hady characters, clever.deceptions
and red herrings as you try to beat out
your fellow detectives and discover
whodunit!
FELONYI™

Something is rotten in the city of Huxley.
A crime wave is driving you and the rest
of the Police Force batty. Thieves, kidnappers, terrorists and murderers are
running rampant! And the Chief wants
your badge if you can't stop it! It's just
another day for a cop on the beat!

QUlNK™
The family game of quick thinking and
quick wits! As quickly as you can, link
together related names, places, events
and facts as you eliminate the ones that
don't belong. The better you become at
Quink, the faster you have to think! Over
4,500 bits of information in over 150 subject areas.

Hold hands with the Master as you learn
how to play bridge or simply improve
your game at your own pace. This endlessly patient tutor provides sections
on bidding and the play of the hand.
Quizzes and evaluations clarify and
encourage.

ADVENTURE MASTER""

FORECASTFM

Adventure Master puts the power into
your hands to plan, write and illustrate
your own prose adventure games. Features three professionally-authored
adventures including two by Newbery
Award winning writer of young adult
literature, Jean Craighead George.

The at-home weather station that lets
you predict tomorrow's weather with
amazing accuracy!"Master the scientific methods used by the pros to track
storm fronts, chart patterns and stay
weather-wise.

CHARLES GOREN:
LEARNING BRIDGE MADE EASY'"

CBS Software, my mother thanks you, my father thanks
you, my sisters thank you, the dog thanks you, and
I (reluctantly) thank you!
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